5 Answers For A Theist
Veritas48 recently posted his latest five questions for Atheists. For what they're worth, here are my answers.
If you could choose one thing to say to god upon death, what would it be and why?
I could be flippant and ask, ‘which god?’ But to be fair, you obviously mean the Christian god. So here it goes. I would ask him why he gave us a brain capable of such profound and beautiful thought and yet allows so many of his faithful to deny the true wonders of his magnificent creation in favor of fairytales.
What evidence would you find sufficient in order to abandon atheism in order to become a believer in god?
Definitely physical evidence. But not a booming voice or burning bush. Either could be mere hallucination. Let him appear to me and give me the ability to make any object appear from thin air for a few minutes. At any time and any place of of my choosing. In front of any witnesses I select. And allow me all the physical testing intruments I desire to confirm the veracity of my senses. And let me do it five times. No unverifiable claims or unpredicted, one- off freak occurrences or coincidences. Just some good old objective reliable and empirical evidence.
By the way... I'm flexible about the five.
Do you think that the New Atheist movement is ultimately a good thing or a bad thing for freethinkers and skeptics?
Neither. Since logic and rational argument have to date been obviously insufficient it is just another approach toward helping mankind finally rid itself of the last vestiges of fear and superstition from its primitive origins and leading it into the light.
What sorts of decisions are affected by your atheism?
None. Except perhaps for voting. Regardless of policy, I could never support anyone who espouses fundamentalism. The world is too complicated and dangerous to put people incapable of rational thought into positions of power. 
What is more important: Gaining true beliefs about the world or not gaining false beliefs about the world?
The latter. I would infinitely prefer to say: 'I do not know' than entertain falsehoods to merely satisfy psychological needs. Once a 'belief' is proven false by facts, it must be ruthlessly discarded. This is the only way to develop 'true beliefs' and avoid delusion. The only way to true enlightenment.



